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About This Content

You know how you have that one annoying friend who would always be like "I'm so much better at Super Meat Boy than you"
and "If we could race I would destroy you!" well guess what, get some potato chips, grab some controllers, and reluctantly call

that friend over so you can shove his undeserving feelings of superiority over you into his dumb stupid face!

Super Meat Boy RACE MODE is here!

That's right! Now you can sit on the couch with a buddy (or enemy) and try to see who is the better Meatsmen. Split Screen race
through chapters in order, or randomly, or race through the whole game its up to you!

BUT WAIT THERE'S MORE!!!

If you want a real challenge, test out our artisanal Race Mode chapters hand forged by some of the most sadistic lunatics in our
wonderful Super Meat World community! We made a few chapters and we'll rotating out these chapters every once in a while.

Find them under the "Featured" chapter when selecting chapters in Race Mode.

THAT'S NOT ENOUGH OF A CHALLENGE YOU SAY????

Well...crap...I guess you could try "Enter The Unknown" in Race Mode. In this race, we just throw a ton of Super Meat World
levels at you randomly...so you don't know what you're going to get! Warning: This'll probably be a mess the first couple of days

until we get some solid moderation down:)
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AND IF THAT'S NOT ENOUGH....umm...just wishlist Super Meat Boy Forever and wait a bit???
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Game crashes when one player completes the last level of a chapter.. Well, although this mod has very big potencial, nothing
really big happened (month and a half after release). Race mode - nice, work well on original levels, but featured chapter
actually hasn't rotated yet. Also "the unknown" mode doesn't have big level pool, just same levels are appearing in almost every
game (here, also difficluty is a factor: some of them have more levels, some have less). Overall, really fun mode, but since it
doesn't offer as much as they said, it's hard for me to reccomend it. But if you looking only for racing original levels with a
friend, it is worth its price.
PS: also, they added optional soundtrack from PS4. I'm not big fan of it, I still prefer original, it's also a factor to consider.
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